swift and bat refuge

• a new approach to urban infrastructure - for wildlife
• supporting swifts and bats in serious decline as buildings
increasingly exclude them

• contemporary tree-hole nesting for swifts with eight nesting
compartments
• easy to install
• helping to create the 20,000 new swift nest places needed
every year to keep the declining UK population stable
• designed in London - made in Liverpool
• design developed by habi-sabi from an original concept by
Swift Conservation, supported and funded by the RSPB

swifts in the united kingdom
Swifts are with us for just three months each summer, bringing spectacular action, drama
and excitement to our city, town and village skies. In primeval times, swifts nested in old
woodpecker holes in ancient trees. With the extensive deforestation of Europe, they had
to move and have shared our buildings, nesting in eaves and gable gaps, ever since the
Romans came to Britain. They still breed in our older houses, but are in very serious decline,
as modern, insulated and renovated buildings increasingly exclude them.
Swift numbers have fallen by about half in only 20 years. British bats face a similar fate, from
building changes, crime and loss of habitat. It has been calculated that we need to create
20,000 new swift nest places every year just to keep the declining population stable. While
new build dwellings can be fitted with nesting places, there are many other building types
that are much less suitable, such as lightweight clad industrial and commercial structures,
extensively glazed buildings and short-life structures.

providing vital infrastructure for wildlife with the habi-sabi swift and bat refuge
The habi-sabi swift and bat tower, developed in partnership with UK experts Swift
Conservation, has had its design supported and funded by the Royal Society for the
Protection of Birds (RSPB). It has the potential to sell internationally and to become a major
urban element throughout Europe and Northern Asia (the range of the Common Swift),
contributing to Britain’s exports as well as its pre-eminent reputation for creative design in
the landscape.
The refuge is based on the fact that Swifts will nest in holes in ancient trees. With this
sort of nest place becoming much rarer, and nesting places in eaves and gable gaps
being eliminated from modern and refurbished buildings, we have worked on a concept of
bringing back a form of tree-hole nesting for Swifts, within a modern package.
The design provides a refuge suitable for most UK locations, excluding the highest wind
speed areas, engineered with an integral planted root foundation for ease of installation
and lower costs by Hutchinson Engineering, one of the leading steel fabricators in the UK
and Ireland. The team is currently working with local swift groups on a number of potential
locations in the UK.

design
The unique new Swift and Bat Refuge will improve nesting opportunities for these endangered
birds and mammals. It is designed as a piece of minimal street furniture, mimicking the
commonplace tubular mobile phone mast and no bigger than a street lamp, to provide safe
and attractive nesting places for swifts and bats.
It’s ideal location will be in 20th Century and new-build urban, commercial and industrial
locations, where it will blend into the modern and post-modern environment seamlessly,
amidst existing compatible vertical elements such as street lights, traffic signs and
communications masts.
Each tower holds eight individual swift nesting spaces, made of plywood, and two communal
bat chambers, made from a oak boards with an integrated swift call sound system to
attract the birds, and an internal miniature CCTV camera to observe fledglings, offering
educational and PR opportunities. The outer casing will be formed from a thin welded steel
plate, powder coated soft blue, and the nest-spaces lined with marine ply. Plywood and
oak have been used for many years now with great success for both swift nest boxes and
bat roosts.
We have prospective sites ready for the first models. After the prototypes are installed and
proven we hope to have regular production set up with the eventual aim of having these
towers established as a common sight throughout Europe and North Asia. The estimate for
the completed individual tower is at present £6,000 plus VAT, transport and installation,
making it highly cost-effective and low-risk within the current marketplace.

about habi-sabi
habi-sabi is an award-winning, architect designed collection of beautiful homes for wildlife.
Founded and working in London, the development team has created an exciting new piece
of urban infrastructure for swifts and bats. habi-sabi is inspired by the Japanese philosophy
of wabi-sabi, which finds beauty in nature, simplicity and humble materials. Wabi-sabi is an
ancient way of understanding and living that encourages treading very lightly on the planet.
The habi-sabi team has been working with wildlife experts, including Swift Conservation,
the London Zoological Society (ZSL) and the RSPB, to provide support for vulnerable urban
wildlife populations, primarily in the UK, though its uniquely designed nestboxes have been
installed in Brazil, the United States, France, Belgium and the Netherlands.
Increasingly the team is commissioned to design bespoke products, for example, in London,
a series of tiny gateways have been designed and installed in the railings of the Regent’s
Park for ZSL to improve freedom of movement and safety for the local hedgehog population.

contact us
If you would like to commission a swift and bat tower please contact Catherine du Toit at habi-sabi
on +44 (0) 203 355 1205 or Edward Mayer at Swift Conservation on +44 (0) 207 794 209
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1a Cobham Mews, London NW1 9SB England

Design developed by habi-sabi from an original concept by Swift
Conservation, and supported and funded by the RSPB
Swift Conservation is a “not for profit” service providing free advice to individuals via their website,
by e-mail and on site. In addition we provide a commercial service to architects and building
professionals. We can advise on how to design in Swift (and other bird and bat) nest places into
buildings, improve biodiversity with cost-effective features, and meet local planning requirements
in this field.
We give talks about Swifts and their place in our world to local government, property companies
and developers, conservation organisations, clubs, societies and heritage bodies and work with
local authorities, government, NGO’s and environmental organisations, as well as architects,
property owners and developers and concerned individuals, to provide a place for Swifts.
Swift Conservation also visits sites to advise on the potential for retaining, augmenting or introducing
Swift colonies, recommending and designing nestplaces for a very wide variety of locations. We
provide training in how to accommodate Swifts and attract them to breed, and also in Urban
Biodoversity support.

